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When Lodestar Books began three 
years ago with Holmes of the Humber, I 
could not have foreseen the chord we 
would strike around the globe with 
lovers of traditional sail and traditional 
values in book production. We followed 
that success with Francis B. Cooke’s 
monumental Cruising Hints, and today 
with our modest but growing list of 
titles we have appreciative, indeed loyal 
readers throughout the world.

By selling direct to you we can overcome the barrier of high short-run 
unit costs, and ask a trade-like retail price, whilst giving an attention to de-
tail sometimes found lacking in commercial book production; this way we 
can bring neglected but worthwhile titles to a new audience, and publish 
specialised new books which might not attract the interest of the main-
stream trade publisher. Not that we are at all averse to a runaway best-
seller, you understand.

We started out by focussing mainly on writers long-departed, but 
often still in copyright. More than one descendant family has been pleased 
to be the recipent of unanticipated royalties, or to nominate a good cause 
to receive them. Although most 
out-of-print books are so for a 
very good reason, there remains a 
seam of historical titles worthy of 
our attention, and of your time in 
reading them.

But Lodestar is also work-
ing with living writers, and new 
titles. We were delighted to track 
down Ken Duxbury a while back 
in our quest to republish his tril-
ogy of Lugworm adventures from 
the early 1970s; we followed this 
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with Tony Watts’ collection An Eye for a Boat, 
drawn from his lifetime of watercolour painting.

We would like to have counted Charles Stock 
among the living today; sadly he died in Septem-
ber 2012 at 85, after a lifetime of sailing. But we 
are delighted to be publishing his second book 
In Shoal Waters which complements his earlier 
and more instructional Sailing Just For Fun (from 
Seafarer Books) by recounting his experiences 
from sixty-five years on the water.

In 2013 we venture further into the realm of 
full colour with Catalan Castaway, English sailor 
Ben Crawshaw’s vivid account of five years cruis-
ing and beach-camping in Catalonia in his small 
but lovely plywood boat from the board of Gavin 
Atkin; and later with accomplished boatbuilder 
Will Stirling’s Details of Dinghy Building, the first 
of a projected series from him and his maritime 
historian wife Sara.

Not to neglect the ‘neglected’, our bijou series 
Lodestar Library gains a clutch of titles in 2013 
from authors familiar and less familiar, and in a 
larger format we follow up Alker Tripp’s charm-
ing 1920s cruising trilogy with his illustrated 
collection of short yarns Under the Cabin Lamp.

If you think you may have a Lodestar book in you, or can suggest a past 
author we should consider, we would like to hear from you.

To our many readers around the world, thank you for supporting us 
and spreading the word; and if you are new to Lodestar Books — here’s 
what you’ve been missing.

richard.wynne@lodestarbooks.com

Note: Our published prices include postage within the UK
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An Eye for a Boat
Tony Watts

The sea in its many moods, and both sail and steam upon it, are brought 
to life in fifty watercolour images, through Tony Watts’ lifelong passion for 
his subject, his professional architect’s eye, and his mastery of technique. 
Whether working en plein air, from old photographs, or from his imagina-
tion, he captures the scene and convinces us.

ISBN 978-1-907206-08-5; 210 x 210 mm, 112 pages on heavyweight matt coated 
paper, 50 full-colour reproductions, softbound with gloss laminated cover

£20 UK / £22 Europe / £25 Other countries
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Tripp Under Sail
H. Alker Tripp

Here is something very special for all lovers of the evocative and well-
informed cruising yarn — these three books from the 1920s by Herbert 
(later Sir Herbert) Alker Tripp give us a wonderful feel for the waters he 
explores (in an age still with much working sail), and their place in the 
last thousand years or so of English history. In total about 550 pages of 
engaging writing, with dozens of masterful pen drawings and many mini-
ature paintings in monochrome. With beautiful typography, and a boldly 

A treasure-trove of small sketches… delightful companions for the modern-day 
cruiser… equally pleasing over a sherry by a crackling winter’s fire — Classic Boat
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NIGHT ON THE GREAT SHIPWAYS 

Evening would soon be waning into night, and we 

should go on twisting heedfully, this way and that, dur-

ing the whole of the dark hours.

One shoal was under our lee, and another to weath-

er; we were holding course for a swatchway between two 

more of them. Yet the whole face of the water looked 

complacent and smiling. � ere was not a hint of it. W
e 

were laying course for the Swin Spitway, having no occa-

sion for the Raysand Channel.

“� at ain’t no manner o’ good, a-� dgitin’ same’s that. 

You got the tide a-hebbin through the San’s, an’ young 

� ood it come a-meetin’ you there, an’ all a-streamin’ up 

along, up Lunnon River way. Rays’n ain’t in it, b
oun’ 

suthard. Course, a-cotchellin’, Burnham River an’ that, 

that’s di� ’re
nt.”

� e sturdy eloquence of the bargemaster who, stand-

ing beside his barge at the hythe, had so expressed him-

self was thoroughly orthodox. � rough one channel the 

tides are straightforward, through the other they are ar-

bitrary. Hence the preference. � e “cotchellin’ an’ that” 

merely means going in somewhere, half laden, to com-

plete cargo.

Smoothly over the smooth blue water, the yacht slid
 

on, her course almost due easterly.

“Wallet Spitway. � at tim
e?”

� e buoy was rocking, in a quiet and digni� ed man-

ner, some distance away, seen through the port sh
rouds. 

� e wrist-w
atch said seven. We gybed ship again, and 

laid course for the Swin Spitway Buoy, as yet invisible, 

which marks the other end of the swatchway.

“Don’t care much for the look of the weather. We’re 

not going to keep the � ne slant.”

A grey duskiness about us suggested thunder some-

where in the o¡  ng; it w
ould not be surprisin

g if we blun-

dered into a thunderstorm during the night. “Tempest” 

is what they call it i
n Essex; “tempest” is th

e Essex name 

for a thunderstorm, be it even without a breath or stir
-

ring of the wind.

� e haze was killing the sun, and the horizons were 

murky. � e wind, our willing little
 breeze, was also taking 

CHAPTER II

Night on the 

Great Shipways

YBE-OH. COME ON, ARE YOU READY?” W
e stirr

ed 

our lazy limbs, and hauled in the mainsheet of 

the yacht, hand over hand. � e sunlit sa
il went 

over with a thud, and the sheet ran out through the 

blocks again. And again we settled down to our indolent 

appreciation of this calm seascape in the quiet evening 

light.
Sailing conditions were � ne-weather, a genial change 

after some of the rough work of late weeks.

“Quite a wonder to be able to sit o
n deck and have 

a dry deck to sit o
n,” my companion re� ected. But he 

did not really suit the action to the word. He was not sit-

ting at all; he was prostrate, full-length. With a bright red 

cushion behind him, he blinked at the low sunshine—a 

Sybarite, luxuriously idle.

“Rather di� erent fro
m when we were last here. But 

she was taking it over green then! Lee rail rig
ht under.”

“Comes of people being too confoundedly lazy to 

reef.” He lay back and watched his cigarette smoke blow 

away, quite proud of the amount which he was able to 

contain and deliver. One would have said, from the pos-

ture of him, that he was hardly the person to rebuke lazi-

ness. A
lmost, in

 his present attitude, it se
emed like Satan 

rebuking sin.

Brightlingsea Creek and the Colne had faded into 

the past. It
 was just beyond the Bar and Bench Head Bu-

oys that we had gybed ship. A mile and a half o� -sh
ore, 

though they mark the twin shoal-heads, these buoys do 

not show “all clear.” It is 
only an elbow-turn in the deep-

water channel, and the passage is st
ill beset by shoal. 
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THE SWIN

� e Admiralty Sailing Directions decide that the Spit-
way itself is little more than a shoal; and that obviously is 
the fact from the point of view of the deep-draught ves-
sel. But this ancient fairway was not always so summar-
ily dismissed. In some of the earliest Sailing Directions 
extant, nearly 500 years old, the Spitway was indicated as 
the main passage for coastwise navigation. “Bring your 
marks together that the parish steeple be out by east of 
the Abbey of St. Osyth, then go your course on the Spits 
south”; so, in those days, they steered by the leading 
marks on shore. Later on, and long before there was any 
profusion of buoys in � ames shoalwaters, the Gun� eet 
Sand was buoyed. “Ye buoy of ye Gun� eete” (at N.E. 
end of the shoal) was the � rst buoy o�  the Essex Coast. It 
dates from 1628, and the Swin Spitway Buoy was estab-
lished not many years after.

Although the Spitway “cannot be considered any-
thing but a shoal” for larger vessels, the Admiralty con-
cedes that “it forms a convenient transit for small craft 
between East Swin and Wallet Channels.” It is much 
used by coastwise barges. After a long spell of north 
wind, when the breeze had veered southerly, I happened 
one day to be beating southward from Harwich through 
the Wallet. Strung out in single � le over miles and miles 
of sea, the barges were northward-bound, running free. 
� e yacht was passing them the whole time. As far as eye 
could see, they were streaming northward from the Swin 
through the Spitway. � e long lines of lessening brown 
sails seemed endless.

We were still hard at work ree� ng, when a Bright-
lingsea smack, two reefs down, sailed past us. Heeling 
from the wind and throwing the salt spray about her, she 
looked a picture of e§  ciency. It would be a beat now for 
both of us, with long leg and short. She was by us be-
fore we had our reefs tied, and showed us a clean pair of 
heels. She went right ahead.

� e water was smoother in lee of the shoals, but—
close-hauled now—we � ung it resolutely about in a lit-
tle smother. Evening was drawing in, cheerlessly grey; 

ing it on deck, dark-coated and buttoned up to the ears, 
looked forlorn and miserable as they stamped their feet 
with the cold. � ey crowded to the side to watch, and in 
a moment she had gone by. � e view was again unbro-
ken—only the wide green water streaked with white.

� e sail was soon reset. No pause had been necessary, 
and we were headed for the © itaker Buoy. We lifted 
with a slow heave as each wave swelled up astern, and we 
settled down with a long soft whoo-oosh into the trough 
as it passed, with the soap-suds whitening all the water 
about us.

� ese broken waters, the dull seascape grey and lone-
ly about us now, were the rendezvous of the ships await-
ing the combination of tidal and climatic conditions 
needed for the night attack on Zeebrugge. � e ships 
waited in patience and sailed in hope, only to return dis-
appointed through a shift of wind, which would have 
sent the smoke-screens the wrong way. But at last they 
sailed, and did not return to the Swin; when the smoke 
had blown away and daylight had come, the block-ships 
were wedged immovably in Zeebrugge; and Vindictive 
and her consorts were berthed, battered and victorious—
in Dover.

� e seas around the yacht were getting steeper, and 
were more and more inclined to top. We had passed 
the © itaker and were approaching the Swin Spit-way 
Bell-buoy. It seemed just as if the waves were feeling the 
edge of the shoal and were beginning for that reason to 
break—as if, after running freely down the Swin, they 
were being checked below.

� e same conditions obtained as we were hustled 
through the Spitway. � e tide was dead low and the drop 
in the trough of the wave was quite deep. It was very un-
likely that we should touch, but the thing was remotely 
possible. On that account it was just a faint relief to be 
through.

At the Wallet Spitway Buoy we should have to haul 
our wind; we hove her to and pulled down a couple of 
reefs in the mainsail. � e jib had already been changed.
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THAMES MOUTH IN A GREY EVENING 

Partly the tides have built up the banks, and partly man 

has done so. Each tide leaves its “deposit,” and with two 

tides a day for a few centuries, the deposit becomes for-

midable. “Little drops of water, little grains of sand,” 

and the aggregate e� ect is notorious. � en man comes 

to give it the coup de grâce and consolidates the conquest 

with a species of railway embankment which he calls a 

sea-wall; and after that the spring tide stays outside and 

the sheep browse on the landward levels.

Sometimes, however, the spring-tide is not content 

to be excluded. In this � ames of ours, the spring-tide 

has been known to do very wicked things on dark nights, 

generally with that old enemy the north-east wind as ac-

cessory. Places that had been reclaimed and embanked 

with careful science and years of labour have been sud-

denly over-run and desolated in a single night. A case 

in point was that of the Dagenham Marshes in the year 

1707.
Away to westward the dreary sameness of cloud was 

parted for a moment at sundown. � e great sun probed 

through it, sullen brick-red. An over� ow of red light 

licked dully over the frayed cloud-edges, and then re-

lapsed into greyness as the grim sun went under. It was a 

gaunt sunset, quite unlovely, but scornful, and—in some 

manner—imposing.

carved � gures and gilding, their galleried sterns would 

tower out of the water, and the poop-lanthorns above 

would glisten like stars, while little tongues of light in re-

� ection would be twisted and drifted this way and that 

by the washing tide below. � en, with great clatter 

and lusty heaving and hauling next day, anchors were 

weighed and sail set, the � eet laid course down the Swin 

to drive o�  the Dutch who seemed likely to bombard 

Harwich.� at, however, must be the last glance seaward, for 

we were now in the � ames. � e yacht thrashed more 

heavily in the broken water as she cleared Canvey Is-

land, and opened the full run of the tide along the “Riv-

er Middle” line of buoys. Canvey is not unknown to fame 

and antiquity, for Ptolemy knew of it as Connos, and 

at Ben� eet—up at the back of it—the Danes � rst land-

ed. Probably it was a sludgy islet of little account, half-

� ooded at every spring-tide, until the Dutch engineers 

came in 1622, and reclaimed it and sea-walled it for us in 

good Dutch fashion. Dutchmen returned later in a less 

friendly role. � en their � eet visited the Medway and 

� ames, they made a landing on Canvey for provision-

ing, for they had espied our good sturdy sheep grazing 

at back of the sea-walls. � e vision of the stolid Dutch-

men in their baggy breeches chasing and halloing after 

the scattering � ocks is worth conjuring. � eir comrades 

craned anxious necks and watched from the anchored 

vessels their good supper stampeding in panic towards 

Ben� eet Creek, with � ying sabots and swelling breech-

es in pursuit.� ere was once a mud-horse in mid-channel o�  Can-

vey. It is marked as buoyed on the old charts, but it has 

since been dredged away completely and the channel 

cleared.� e yacht’s bowsprit, on the short “leg,” was point-

ed at the Blyth Sand and Marshes, where a fringe of am-

phibious land still borders the � ames. It is a lonely and 

isolated part. Formerly, no doubt, the � ames banks 

in general were liable to submersion, and at top of the 

spring-tides, the grey water would be several miles wide. 

SHOALWATER AND FAIRWAY — ISBN 978-1-907206-05-4; 246x170mm; 212 pages 
plus 16pp mono plates, many line drawings. Hardcover, blocked in gold on front and 
spine, laminated jacket.

SUFFOLK SEA-BORDERS — ISBN 978-1-907206-06-1; 246x170mm; 176 pages plus 
8pp mono plates, many line drawings. Hardcover, blocked in gold on front and spine, 
laminated jacket.

THE SOLENT AND THE SOUTHERN WATERS — ISBN 978-1-907206-07-8; 246x170mm; 
160 pages plus 16pp mono plates, many line drawings. Hardcover, blocked in gold on 
front and spine, gloss laminated jacket.

Each volume £20 UK / £22 Europe / £25 Other countries
All three for £45 UK /£50 Europe/ £55 Other countries

spacious layout which gives both words and drawings room to breathe on 
their cream bookwove paper, this new edition promises hours of nautical 
and historical reverie, by the fireside or under the cabin lamp. The books 
can be ordered singly, but we offer an irresistible special price for the set of 
three.
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The Lugworm Chronicles
Ken Duxbury

Open boat cruising has never been more popular, in the doing or 
the reading of it; magazines, websites, associations and events around the 
world attest to this, and of course the countless sailors who just ‘get on with 
it’ in their own unassuming manner.

Two such, some 40 years ago, long before today’s explosion of activity, 
were Ken Duxbury and his wife B; Ken’s three volumes recounting their 
adventures in the 18ft Drascombe Lugger Lugworm delighted many, this 
writer included, at that time, yet the books have been largely unavailable 
since. Imagine our pleasure at locating Ken still going strong — but as an 
artist not a sailor these days — enjoying his eighties at home in Cornwall 
with B. He was thrilled at the prospect of Lugworm sailing again in print, 
and was even able to provide the negatives for most of the books’ photo-
graphs, ensuring their good reproduction quality.

In May 2012 Ken Duxbury was 

presented by the Drascombe 

Association with their prestigious 

Hans Vandersmissen Award in

recognition of his exploits with 

Lugworm and the inspiration they 

have been to Drascombe sailors 

over the many years since.
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The light touch of Ken’s writing belies the sheer ambition, resourceful-
ness and seamanship which infuse these voyages. And beyond pure sailing 
narratives, the books convey the unique engagement with land and people 
which is achieved by approaching under sail in a small boat. Lugworm in-
spired a generation in her day, and can now inspire another.

Lugworm on the Loose describes how Ken and B quit the ‘rat race’ and 
explored the Greek islands under sail.

Lugworm Homeward Bound recounts their voyage home from Greece 
to England.

Lugworm Island Hopping has Ken and B exploring the Scilly Isles and 
the Hebrides.

ISBN 978-1-907206-12-2. Three hardcover volumes totalling almost 600 pages, 
page size 190x135mm, printed on cream bookwove paper with matt laminated 
printed paper cases. Each volume has 8 pages of monochrome plates in addition 
to maps and drawings.

Set of three books £36 UK / £40 Europe / £45 Other countries
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Cruising Hints –7th Edition
Francis B. Cooke

Welcome to the world of traditional yacht cruising — the 
world of Francis B. Cooke. Four generations of sailors have been informed, 
entertained and inspired by his down-to-earth, ‘one of us’ writings, in 
countless magazine articles and nearly 30 books. His first published writ-
ing of any kind was in 1883, and he was still writing, aged 100, in the early 
1970s.

The gear and techniques of our pursuit have changed hardly at all in 
more than a century, making Francis Cooke’s advice as relevant now as in 

I think it’s high time Cooke was rediscovered … just the stuff to read while wait-
ing for the tide, or in peaceful moments at home — Gavin Atkin, InTheBoatshed.net
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his heyday. Cruising Hints, 7th Edition, for the first time condenses all of his 
two dozen practical books into one. To know Cooke’s views on any cruising 
topic, look no further. There are practical details here which are in print 
nowhere else, and some of them are alone worth the price of the book.

In the history of 20th Century British yacht design Francis Cooke’s 
books have been a valuable reference point, but it’s often been a problem to 
recall in which of his many titles he ‘wrote up’ a certain design. Every single 
one of his design commentaries is here, with drawings — and we have updated 
some boat stories to the present day, with owners’ comments and photos.

If this were not enough, Cooke’s writings on boat type and selection, 
Thames Estuary locations and his charming cruising yarns provide us with 
a valuable window onto English sailing culture in the early 20th Century. 
And to cap it all we were delighted that the late Charles Stock, a lifelong 
Cooke fan, wrote the Foreword. Charles retired from sailing in 2010 in 
his eighties, having covered some 75,000 miles in half a century sailing the 
Thames Estuary in his tiny gaffer Shoal Waters, and was a model of what 
Francis Cooke would call ‘Yachting with Economy’.

A comprehensive Glossary and Index make this an invaluable reference 
work for anyone interested in the history of cruising under sail.

The beautiful hardcover edition makes a great gift, and the compact 
paperback makes a handy copy to keep on board your boat, if you have 
one! Just an idea…

688 pages plus 16 pages of monochrome plates; about 300 line drawings in the text, plus 
77 full-page design drawings, all digitally restored for this edition; comprehensive Glossary 
and Index; coloured Thames Estuary chart endpapers (hardcover edition). At his family’s 
request, the late author’s royalty benefits the charity Arthritis Research UK.

Hardcover ISBN 978-1-907206-01-6, 248 x 171 mm, Thames Estuary chart endpapers, 
head & tail bands, silver blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket 
£35 UK / £40 Europe / £40 Other countries

Paperback ISBN 978-1-907206-13-9, 210 x 148 mm
£20 UK / £22 Europe / £25 Other countries

Hardcover + paperback £45 UK / £50 Europe / £50 Other countries
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A Yarn

off the mud as far as the Roach, and 

then the lights of some barges brought 

up at Shore-ends were a useful guide.

When clear of the river, I had noth-

ing to guide me but the compass and 

lead, for in those days the West Buxey 

buoy was not lighted. Now was the 

time to try my new binnacle. After 

several attempts I lit the lamp, but in 

a few minutes it went out. Time after 

time I relit it u
ntil, having used up a 

whole box of matches and exhausted 

my patience, I came to the conclusion 

that it was a futile toy of no practical 

use. Then it occurred to me that per-

haps a bit of candle might burn, so, 

lashing the helm, I went into the cabin 

to get one.

But I could not remember where I 

had stowed the candles, and as I fre-

quently had to return to the cockpit to 

re-adjust the tiller, it was quite a long 

time before I found what I wanted. 

While thus occupied I had lost touch with the edge of the Dengie Flat and it 

was obvious that I should have to rely entirely upon the compass.

Substituting a short length of candle for the binnacle lamp, I was glad to 

find that it burnt pretty well and kept alight for quite long periods. But then 

I was faced with another difficulty. The compass was not a spirit one and the 

card oscillated like a thing demented with the motion of the boat. To steer a 

reliable compass course under such conditions would have tried a far better 

navigator than I, and after a time I was forced to the conclusion that I had 

fairly lost myself.

I continued to sail on a north-easterly course as nearly as I could and hoped 

for the best, thinking that sooner or later I should see the lights of some vessel 

coming through the Raysand Channel. But I saw nothing and every minute 

became more and more anxious. The wind had freshened considerably and 

the sea was getting up. Moreover, the visibility was reduced to a few yards by 

a mizzle of rain intermingled with sleet. I carried on in this way for a time 

and was just thinking that I should have to reef when there was an ominous 

scrunch, and Wave was hard and fast on the Buxey Sand. As I had been trav-

elling fast, with a fresh wind on the quarter, she had run on good and proper, 

as they say. Of course, I should have at once jumped overboard and pushed 

Buxey Beacon
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design commentaries

driac ii

(Drawings 51 & 52) by S.  N. Graham, 1932

LOA                                                  32 2ft  Headroom in cabin                     6 1ft

LWL                                                  25 5ft  Sail area                                       546 sq ft

Beam                                      8 5ft  Builder             H  Feltham, Portsmouth

Draught                                             5 5ft  Year built                                            1932

Aux engine             Thorneycroft 4 cyl

I  am  particularly  pleased  at  being  able  to  reproduce  the  lines  of  Driac II, 

as she is perhaps the most famous small ocean cruiser in yachting history  Her 

owner,  the  late Mr  A  G  H  Macpherson, did an  immense amount of cruising 

in her and she has proved a wonderful little
 sea boat  In 1932 he won the Royal 

Cruising Club Challenge Cup, the highest honour a cruising man can attain, for 

a voyage in the Bay of Biscay and to the Azores, and the following year captured 

the Romola Cup of the same club for a cruise to Iceland and the Gulf of Finland  

After that Mr  Macpherson competed no more for the club’s trophies, but contin-

ued to contribute accounts of his cruises to the club journal 

And what cruises they were! The little ship was his home and in her he cruised 

all over the world without mishap, covering some fifty thousand miles  Through-

out his voyaging he was accompanied by Bill Leng, who, joining the ship after 

her  launch as paid hand,  soon became Mr  Macpherson’s  intimate  friend and 

trusted companion  Year after year they sailed the seven seas together in perfect 

harmony, and when at long last advancing years and bad health compelled Mr  

Macpherson to give up his wanderings afloat, he gave the yacht to Leng  In an 

early  chapter  of  this  book  I  made  some  rather  scathing  remarks  about  yacht 

hands of a certain type, but Leng was an outstanding example of the best type, 

than which no finer class of men could be found 

I don’t think I can do better than quote in extenso the description of Driac II 

which Mr  Macpherson wrote for the Royal Cruising Club Journal of 1932, for it 

not only conveys a good impression of the yacht but is also amusing 

Driac II – 8-ton auxiliary cutter, [Mr  Macpherson wrote]  is a younger 

sister to Driac, now Marlin  She has much of the family resemblance in 

her  Bermudian  mast  and  bumpkin,  and  in  her  very  pronounced  sheer 

and freeboard  Her sawn-off counter may  lack the other’s elegance, but 

it  has  proved  a  very  workmanlike  proposition  when  running  in  heavy 

weather  She was built during the winter of 1931-2 by Harry Feltham, of 

Portsmouth; designed by Sidney N Graham, AMINA, who not only took 

infinite pains in working out her design and arrangements to my require-

ments, but devoted a great deal of time to supervising her construction  

The main feature of this is her steel frames  The horrors of galvanic ac-

tion have been dinned into me by the Hearts of Oak Brigade, but modern 

methods are very different from old, and as regards strength I don’t think 
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equipment

When I bought the 7-ton Fancy, she had two-part sheets on both jib and 

foresail and they were belayed on deck. I told the late owner that the first thing 

I should do would be to scrap the two-part sheets, which were always getting 

foul, and substitute single-part ones, led through the coamings and belayed in-

side. He replied that if I did so I should never be able to handle the sails, but 

being a pig-headed sort of cove I put my ideas into practice. The result was a 

revelation. The single sheets never fouled, were quite easy to handle and in light 

winds I no longer had to go forward to overhaul the weather sheet after going 

about. When hauling my wind I certainly found the foresail a bit of a handful, 

but could always get it in
 by giving the boat a ‘shake-up.’ Two-part sheets are an 

infernal nuisance. They foul everything it is possible for them to foul when in 

stays, and in light winds the friction is too great for the weather sheet to clear 

Boom foresail sheet lead

Boom foresail sheet lead — alternative

587

moorings

you have judged it correctly, the yacht should lose her way just as she reaches 

the mooring. Then all you have to do is to pick up the buoy with the boathook 

and haul the chain on board. If the wind is light and you find, after lowering the 

mainsail, that the boat cannot stem the tide under a headsail alone, hoist the 

peak a few feet. In a dead light air, it m
ay be necessary to run back to the moor-

ing under the mainsail, and in such circumstances the peak must be lowered just 

before you reach the mooring.

If you are coming up to the mooring with a foul tide, all you have to do is luff 

on to the buoy and pick it up. As she will then be riding head to wind and tide, 

you can stow the sails at your leisure.

Now we come to what are perhaps the most difficult conditions for a novice, 

namely, with a fair wind and tide. As the buoy must be picked up when the yacht 

is head to wind and tide, you must allow sufficient room for rounding her up into 

the wind. You should therefore direct your course a little to leeward of the buoy 

and begin to haul your wind when the buoy is approximately on your beam. To 

bring the yacht head to wind and tide, and lose way just as she reaches the buoy, 

calls for nice judgment and a knowledge of your vessel, but with a little practice 

you will soon become expert. It is not really so difficult as it sounds, for, as you 

round her up, you can regulate the speed with the mainsheet.

Picking up a mooring — wind on beam, method 1
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seamanship

Rise according to the tide table 12ft. 

Subract half the spring rise 
− 8ft.

 

4ft. 
 × 2 = 8ft. (range).

Spring rise (as shown in chart) 
16ft. 

Subract range 

− 8ft.

 

8ft. 
 ÷ 2 = 4ft. (depth from chart datum).

Depth from chart datum 
4ft. 

Rise during 2 hours of flood 

(by 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1 rule, 

namely ∑ of the range) 
+ 2ft. 

Sounding in chart, say 
+ 3ft.

 

9ft.

If the sounding given in the chart is 3 feet, as suggested, the actual depth of 

water at the moment will therefore be 9 feet. The diagram shows the rise and 

range of both spring and neap tides.

Tidal rise and range
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Drawing 52:  Driac II by S. N. Graham — Construction and Accommodation
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walton to lowestoft

We are now getting rather far from London, and ports farther north on the 

East Coast could hardly be considered suitable as headquarters for the metro-

politan yachtsman. As, however, a few yachts are stationed in such rivers as the 

Deben and Alde, a few passing remarks about those waters may not be out of 

place. the river deben

Felixstowe Ferry, also known as Bawdsey Haven, situated at the mouth of the 

River Deben, is a delightful anchorage for small craft when once inside, but 

the entrance, under certain conditions 

of wind and tide, can be a perfect hell 

for a stranger. This river, like the Alde 

(or is it the Ore? I can never remember 

which) has a shingle bar at the entrance 

that frequently shifts, and the tide runs 

like a millrace. On the first of a spring 

ebb it probably attains a speed of more 

than six knots and I have seen quite 

a smart yacht with a fresh fair wind 

pinned against the tide so that she took 

the best part of an hour to cover a hun-

dred yards. Even to those who have an 

intimate knowledge of the entrance the 

navigation is not free from difficulty, as 

the shingle banks shift their position so 

often that one can never be sure that the 

channel is in the same place two days 

running. There are certainly beacons on 

the shore to mark the way in, but as the 

pilots do not always shift them at once, 

one cannot rely on them. It is essential 

therefore to take a pilot when entering 

or leaving; even the local craft do that.

When once inside, however, there 

is a delightful anchorage just above the 

steam ferry. The shore is there quite 

steep-to, so that a small yacht can lie 

afloat within a few yards of the beach. 

On the flood she will be in almost slack 

water and lie wind-rode, but on the ebb 

the tide, even in the anchorage, runs 

fairly hard. Taking it all round, however, 

River Deben
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design commentaries

driac ii

(Drawings 51 & 52) by S.  N. Graham, 1932

LOA                                                  32 2ft  Headroom in cabin                     6 1ft

LWL                                                  25 5ft  Sail area                                       546 sq ft

Beam                                      8 5ft  Builder             H  Feltham, Portsmouth

Draught                                             5 5ft  Year built                                            1932

Aux engine             Thorneycroft 4 cyl

I  am  particularly  pleased  at  being  able  to  reproduce  the  lines  of  Driac II, 

as she is perhaps the most famous small ocean cruiser in yachting history  Her 

owner,  the  late Mr  A  G  H  Macpherson, did an  immense amount of cruising 

in her and she has proved a wonderful little
 sea boat  In 1932 he won the Royal 

Cruising Club Challenge Cup, the highest honour a cruising man can attain, for 

a voyage in the Bay of Biscay and to the Azores, and the following year captured 

the Romola Cup of the same club for a cruise to Iceland and the Gulf of Finland  

After that Mr  Macpherson competed no more for the club’s trophies, but contin-

ued to contribute accounts of his cruises to the club journal 

And what cruises they were! The little ship was his home and in her he cruised 

all over the world without mishap, covering some fifty thousand miles  Through-

out his voyaging he was accompanied by Bill Leng, who, joining the ship after 

her  launch as paid hand,  soon became Mr  Macpherson’s  intimate  friend and 

trusted companion  Year after year they sailed the seven seas together in perfect 

harmony, and when at long last advancing years and bad health compelled Mr  

Macpherson to give up his wanderings afloat, he gave the yacht to Leng  In an 

early  chapter  of  this  book  I  made  some  rather  scathing  remarks  about  yacht 

hands of a certain type, but Leng was an outstanding example of the best type, 

than which no finer class of men could be found 

I don’t think I can do better than quote in extenso the description of Driac II 

which Mr  Macpherson wrote for the Royal Cruising Club Journal of 1932, for it 

not only conveys a good impression of the yacht but is also amusing 

Driac II – 8-ton auxiliary cutter, [Mr  Macpherson wrote]  is a younger 

sister to Driac, now Marlin  She has much of the family resemblance in 

her  Bermudian  mast  and  bumpkin,  and  in  her  very  pronounced  sheer 

and freeboard  Her sawn-off counter may  lack the other’s elegance, but 

it  has  proved  a  very  workmanlike  proposition  when  running  in  heavy 

weather  She was built during the winter of 1931-2 by Harry Feltham, of 

Portsmouth; designed by Sidney N Graham, AMINA, who not only took 

infinite pains in working out her design and arrangements to my require-

ments, but devoted a great deal of time to supervising her construction  

The main feature of this is her steel frames  The horrors of galvanic ac-

tion have been dinned into me by the Hearts of Oak Brigade, but modern 

methods are very different from old, and as regards strength I don’t think 
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equipment

When I bought the 7-ton Fancy, she had two-part sheets on both jib and 

foresail and they were belayed on deck. I told the late owner that the first thing 

I should do would be to scrap the two-part sheets, which were always getting 

foul, and substitute single-part ones, led through the coamings and belayed in-

side. He replied that if I did so I should never be able to handle the sails, but 

being a pig-headed sort of cove I put my ideas into practice. The result was a 

revelation. The single sheets never fouled, were quite easy to handle and in light 

winds I no longer had to go forward to overhaul the weather sheet after going 

about. When hauling my wind I certainly found the foresail a bit of a handful, 

but could always get it in
 by giving the boat a ‘shake-up.’ Two-part sheets are an 

infernal nuisance. They foul everything it is possible for them to foul when in 

stays, and in light winds the friction is too great for the weather sheet to clear 

Boom foresail sheet lead

Boom foresail sheet lead — alternative
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A Yarn

tide only runs fiercely near the mouth and there are no mud-flats of any con-

sequence to trap the unwary. About 3 miles from the mouth, the channel is 

split into two by Havergate Island. There is plenty of water in both channels, 

but we took the southern one as being the more direct route, and so came to 

the pretty village of Orford, with its fine old castle, where we brought up for 

the night.

Some time before, a friend had remarked to me, “If you ever go to Orford 

make a point of dining at the Crown and Castle, as George Hunt always does 

you well,” and remembering this I decided to have dinner ashore for a change. 

So after we had stowed away and put up the riding-light, we landed and made 

our way to the Crown and Castle Hotel. Apparently George Hunt “did us 

well” on this occasion, for it is recorded in the log: “Dined at the Crown and 

Castle, where they gave us a dinner fit for the gods: soup, boiled salmon, loin 

of lamb, asparagus, sweets and cheese, for half a crown a head.”

After dinner we sat and ‘talked boats’ with Mr. Hunt, who was himself a 

yachtsman, until nearly closing time, and then returned on board and turned 

in.
We got up at about eight the next morning and after a swim and breakfast 

went ashore again to see the sights, as we thought it would be a pity to leave 

Orford without inspecting the Castle. Only the keep remains, but that is in a 

good state of preservation. It is very old, but how old I cannot say, as we were 

told that no reliable record of its origin can be traced. One enters by a door on 

the first floor of the great round tower, of which the walls are said to be 20ft. 

Orford Ness lighthouse
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seamanship

Rise according to the tide table 12ft. 

Subract half the spring rise 
− 8ft.

 

4ft. 
 × 2 = 8ft. (range).

Spring rise (as shown in chart) 
16ft. 

Subract range 

− 8ft.

 

8ft. 
 ÷ 2 = 4ft. (depth from chart datum).

Depth from chart datum 
4ft. 

Rise during 2 hours of flood 

(by 1, 2, 3, 3, 2, 1 rule, 

namely ∑ of the range) 
+ 2ft. 

Sounding in chart, say 
+ 3ft.

 

9ft.

If the sounding given in the chart is 3 feet, as suggested, the actual depth of 

water at the moment will therefore be 9 feet. The diagram shows the rise and 

range of both spring and neap tides.

Tidal rise and range
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Drawing 52:  Driac II by S. N. Graham — Construction and Accommodation
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Holmes of the Humber
Tony Watts, with articles and drawings by George Holmes

George Holmes lived from 1861 to 1940 on the northern side of the 
Humber estuary. He was an avid and accomplished sailor in small craft of 
his own design, in British waters and in mainland Europe, and his prolific 
writing and drawing have left us an absorbing and charming record of his 
cruises, his boats, and the people and places he encountered.

In common with his friend and sailing companion Albert Strange, boats 
were not his regular occupation but were a diversion from his working life. 
And along with Strange, his name is forever associated with the develop-
ment of the Canoe-Yawl, now enjoying a renewed popularity. Its sailing 
qualities make it arguably the best choice of craft for the single- or short-
handed coastal and estuary sailor.

Irresistible browsing material — Classic Boat

A wonderful volume — WoodenBoat
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Holmes of the Humber is both a nautical book and a social document.  
Look within to appreciate the pioneering days of cruising under sail,  when 
enjoyment and fulfilment sprang from personal endeavour and the cama-
raderie of the group, and were largely independent of the external forces 
which would control us today.

Tony Watts has combined original sources, Holmes’ published output 
and the recollections of his family, and his own knowledge and experience 
of the Humber sailing scene to produce this, The Essential George Holmes.

ISBN 978-1-907206-00-9, 275 x 210 mm, 270 pages, many line drawings & halftones, 
hardcover, head & tail bands, with laminated jacket.

£30 UK / £35 Europe / £35 Other countries
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holmes of the humber
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holmes of the humber
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Scotland with 
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holmes of the humber
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Perhaps the most curious craft which is found in use by 

the fishermen round the coasts of Britain is the Yorkshire 

coble. Along with the Sheringham boat — referred to and de-

scribed in a former number — this type is used for crabbing by 

the men who work from Spurn Point, and it is hardly neces-

sary to add that those who use it swear by it and consider it far 

more suitable than its smaller rival. From Spurn northwards it 

is found in increasing numbers. At Withernsea and Hornsea 

about equal proportions of cobles and crab boats are found, 

but at Bridlington a crab boat is quite a rara avis, and such 

a thing has probably hardly ever been seen at Flamborough, 

Filey or Scarborough.

The Hornsea cobles are usually of the square-sterned va-

riety, as are also most of those used from Flamborough, but 

at Bridlington, Filey and Scarborough the sharp-sterned boats 

are generally in a majority.

Of late years the large cobles which “keep” at Bridlington 

have run into the square-sterned type increasingly. Some of 

these craft — open save for a fore deck with small cuddy below 

— are of quite large size, up to 35 x 10, but, of course, such 

boats are quite unsuitable to be beached stern first under oars, 

as the smaller ones are. However they sit up on the mud very 

nice and square when they are aground there or at Whitby. 

Some particulars were obtained from a coble bought at Filey 

last Spring (1911) by Donald Massey and sailed round by him 

to the Humber.

He filled in the keel — it required 4 in. or more to make it 

a straight line, and widened and shortened the rudder, but in  

1912	

The	Cob
le

the fit, workmanship and finish being excellent. Indeed, the 

owners, like the good sailormen they are, take great pride in 

their boats and gear. Nothing but the best will do, and paint, 

varnish, and gilt stripes are used with a lavish hand.

They always have a race or two during the year, which are 

most keenly contested. The boat with lead on her keel usu-

ally wins. In the palmy days of “dustering,” races in which a 

“ship” was the prize were a frequent occurrence, but that is 

now greatly changed, and the business of “dustering” proper, 

alas, shows signs of dying out.

My acknowledgements are due to the skipper of Corona 

for assistance in preparing these notes upon a rather interest-

ing local type. Long may it survive. 

holmes of the humber
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Albert Strange 
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River Stour, 

Essex, 2007
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The home-cruising waters of the H.Y.C. divide themselves 

readily into the two directions, “down” and “up river,” from 

the ancient city and county of Kingston-upon-Hull. The upper 

reaches of the estuary are by no means without their own spe-

cial set of difficulties to navigation to give zest to the sport of 

sailoring upon them, and it is in the hope of rendering some 

assistance to the members, who only occasionally use them, 

that these notes are written. Presumably, those who are fre-

quently up there know “all about it,” a
nd it is quite probable 

that part of their knowledge, like that of the writer, has been 

gained by occasional strandings.

One of the main difficulties is that the strong mud-lad-

en tides are constantly altering the various channels by their 

scour, or by the deposit of mud, and it is sometimes quite 

possible to come down on a course at low water where a few 

weeks or months earlier the same vessel would have grounded 

at half-ebb, or vice versa. As an instance, within about a cou-

ple of months of the time of writing this, the lightships mark-

ing the Whitton Channel have been entirely altered, owing to 

changes that have taken place, and now No. 1 is about a mile 

and a quarter further to the N.W. than it was, and Nos. 2 and 

3 (gas-floats) are removed. In consequence of this peculiarity, 

the map, which is reproduced here, is given, as the legal gentry 

say, “without prejudice” and with no permanent guarantee as 

to its correctness. Within the writer’s recollection, the Sluice 

Channel (on the south side of Read’s Island) has been twice 

“bunged up,” and it is quite within the bounds of possibility 

that the same thing may happen again.

With this much preface, let us get aboard our boat at the 

mouth of the Old Harbour (or River Hull), and start on the 

flood-tide up river. The Hull middle sand straight opposite us 

will be almost bare, if it 
is about low water. So we keep along 

the north side of the river for a short distance. But when we 

reach the promenade, along the outside of the Albert Dock, 

to avoid the sand which lies along it and off the West Dock, 

extends to some distance, it will be as well to edge off some-

what. Opposite is New Holland, to which the ferry steamer of 

the Great Central Ry. Co. runs. Observe the course she takes 

round the Hull middle sand, if you want to cross to this place. 

It has a basin, dry at low water, as well as the Railway Co.’s pier, 

which has a slope, accessible at all tim
es of the tide, but not to 

be tackled with a light heart by the cruiser, as there is a strong 

tide past it, and a mix up with the piles might prove awkward. 

Next along that side comes Barrow Haven, which, like Barton 

Haven, a mile or two further on, can only be entered about 

half-flood. (Note the hauling buoy off the entrance is not a 

“mark for navigation,” the writer thought it w
as the first time 

he went up there with wind and flood tide, and rounded it on 

the upper side to find that he was well above the haven, and 

had a tough job to beat in against wind and tide.) On the north 

side, opposite Barton, is Hessle Haven, also a half-tide place, 

where boats lie on their mud berths for two-thirds of the tide, 

as we who keep our boats there know to our cost. At Hessle are 

the first of the aids to navigation, provided by Trinity House, in 

the form of two beacons, high and low, with basket-work ball 

on top for day, and a white light on each by night. To keep in the 

channel — best water — these must be kept in line. At Chalder 

Ness, on the opposite side, where the channel now goes, there 

is another beacon, lighted at night by two vertical lights — red 

over white. The shore is pretty steep to here (Chalder Ness), 

so we can pass pretty close if the tide is still young, but if it 
is 

half-flood, it is advisable to give the point a fair berth, as an 

eddy-tide makes down round it, close along shore, about three 

hours before H.W. A mile or so above the ness (South Ferriby 

Cliff) are two more leading beacons (lighted with white lights), 

which kept in line, show the course through Sluice Channel. 

There is a big lot of warp laid up in the elbow by South Fer-

riby Old Hall, where within three or four years there was deep 

water, and the flat now extends almost up to the sluice.

The Humber, on the north side of Read’s Island, has two 

channels, one of which cuts in a little below North Ferriby, 

through the Redcliff Sand, and then along shore to Oyster 

Ness, and so into Brough Roads (about half-fathom at L.W.). 

The so-called Redcliff Channel, marked on old maps, which 

runs along the north side of the river from Hessle Mill to Fer-

riby, is very much silted up, and only useful to one with local 

knowledge, a light draft, and a diligent use of the sounding 

rod. There is an eddy tide down it before H.W.

The other channel mentioned ran along the north side of 

Read’s Island, but has now closed at the top end. It is not ad-

visable to go north of Read’s Island when coming down on the 

ebb, as it is a mass of shifting banks, and the saving in distance 

is not enough to compensate for the risk of, perhaps, spending 

a tide aground.

Going up, however, by half-flood, there is a fair supply of 

water, and with a little care and the use of the marked sound-

ing rod, it is quite practicable for a boat of fairly light draft to 

save a little
 distance, though, as the tide doesn’t run as hard 

as in Sluice Channel, very little
 time would be saved, unless 

the wind were in such a direction that a turn to windward was 

avoided. In this case it is quite likely that some of the river 

craft, keels or sloops, would be going up, and following them 

would keep the navigator in the best water.

To return to Sluice Channel. There is a beacon at the S.E. 

end of Read’s Island (white light by night).

Ferriby Sluice — mill with two sails and a packet landing 

— is quite the best creek on the Upper Humber. The lock there 

— charge 2/6 — leads into the Ancholme navigation, by which 

the market town of Brigg can be reached. There are five fixed 

bridges with about 12-feet headroom in the 8 miles. The road 

bridge which crosses the lock can be swung. In the outer creek 

one can lie afloat all the time, but the sluicing from the lock, by 

which the place is kept from silting up, sometimes is a bit apt 

to disturb one’s rest, if spending the night there. If permission 

can be obtained to lie alongside the steamer, which usually lies 

at the packet landing, it is practicable to get ashore over her 
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chapter 6

Holmes the Artist

PRESUMABLY THROUGH COINCIDENCE the membership of the Humber 

Yawl Club from its inception included a surprising number of artists whose work enli-

vened the pages of its Yearbook as well as other yachting journals and books. The most well 

known, and gifted, of these was George’s great friend Albert Strange who exhibited many 

times at the Royal Academy and was head of the School of Art in Scarborough. Frank 

Henry Mason, a former pupil of Strange, was also well known both as an artist and il-

lustrator, his work in book illustration and posters was particularly fine. Robert Groves, 

the owner of the Strange designed Sheila and Fred Elwell, the Beverley artist and owner of 

the sailing houseboat Callathumpian, were both professional artists and known widely in 

their respective fields. Amateur artists abounded with George Bell, B S Jacobs, G Hawley, 

J M Hamilton and E G Hewerdine being typical of the earlier days with Herbert Wood, 

Ernest Hicks Oliver, B S Massey and Stanley Knowles following later. It was to this group 

of gifted amateurs that George belonged and he was unique initially in also having the skill 

to produce etchings of his work, a skill which he eventually passed on to Stanley Knowles, 

together with his etching tools and copper plates.

Throughout his adult life he made a habit of carrying with him a small sketch book, pen-

cils and watercolours to enable him to make a ‘blot’ of any subject that aroused his interest 

holmes of the humber
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Snippet

Some HYC Yearbook Covers
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the eel years

41
On Sunday morning Eel was dropped overside in the Humber 

and sailed up to Hessle, the skipper arriving home in time for 

breakfast.

After passing Yarmouth it is a most delightful cruising 

ground, as there is some place where you can go in and be 

snug and safe every few miles. The drawback is that these fine 

rivers, the Alde, Deben, Orwell, Blackwater, etc., are inclined 

to make one dissatisfied with our own muddy though glorious 

stream. The Thames, with its wealth of shipping (not forget-

ting the Barges and Bawleys), was well worthy of much more 

time than I was able to spare for it.

the eel years
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Isle of Wight 
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Perhaps the most curious craft which is found in use by 

the fishermen round the coasts of Britain is the Yorkshire 

coble. Along with the Sheringham boat — referred to and de-

scribed in a former number — this type is used for crabbing by 

the men who work from Spurn Point, and it is hardly neces-

sary to add that those who use it swear by it and consider it far 

more suitable than its smaller rival. From Spurn northwards it 

is found in increasing numbers. At Withernsea and Hornsea 

about equal proportions of cobles and crab boats are found, 

but at Bridlington a crab boat is quite a rara avis, and such 

a thing has probably hardly ever been seen at Flamborough, 

Filey or Scarborough.

The Hornsea cobles are usually of the square-sterned va-

riety, as are also most of those used from Flamborough, but 

at Bridlington, Filey and Scarborough the sharp-sterned boats 

are generally in a majority.

Of late years the large cobles which “keep” at Bridlington 

have run into the square-sterned type increasingly. Some of 

these craft — open save for a fore deck with small cuddy below 

— are of quite large size, up to 35 x 10, but, of course, such 

boats are quite unsuitable to be beached stern first under oars, 

as the smaller ones are. However they sit up on the mud very 

nice and square when they are aground there or at Whitby. 

Some particulars were obtained from a coble bought at Filey 

last Spring (1911) by Donald Massey and sailed round by him 

to the Humber.

He filled in the keel — it required 4 in. or more to make it 

a straight line, and widened and shortened the rudder, but in  

1912	

The	Cob
le

the fit, workmanship and finish being excellent. Indeed, the 

owners, like the good sailormen they are, take great pride in 

their boats and gear. Nothing but the best will do, and paint, 

varnish, and gilt stripes are used with a lavish hand.

They always have a race or two during the year, which are 

most keenly contested. The boat with lead on her keel usu-

ally wins. In the palmy days of “dustering,” races in which a 

“ship” was the prize were a frequent occurrence, but that is 

now greatly changed, and the business of “dustering” proper, 

alas, shows signs of dying out.

My acknowledgements are due to the skipper of Corona 

for assistance in preparing these notes upon a rather interest-

ing local type. Long may it survive. 

some cruising grounds
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early days

31

Kittiwake, 1897

Birdie on

Hornsea Mere, 

1897
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Snippet

Some HYC Yearbook Covers
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At Wisbech,

1936
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Yum-Yum, 1891, 

lines drawing by 

George Holmes, 

decorations by  

B S Jacobs

Daisy, 1889
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Your books are just sublime
— Sam Llewellyn, The Marine Quarterly

Lodestar Library
Small but perfectly-formed

Lodestar Library is an irregular series of 
compact, high quality yet highly affordable editions 
of the interesting, the unusual, and the downright eccentric 
in nautical writing over the last century and more. Not just your ‘usual 
suspects’, these are authors you may not have heard of, but whose works we 
think really merit a place on your bookshelf.

Each book is attractively set in a typeface befitting its era, on a good 
cream bookwove paper; has a robust hardcover binding blocked in gold on 
the spine, and also on the front with our signature Albert Strange canoe 
yawl; and has a laminated jacket. The volumes are numbered, discreetly, on 
the spine. We have departed from convention by not carrying an illustra-
tion on the front of the jacket; instead, we have a little ‘word-picture’ from 
the contents, which is perhaps just as effective. Wouldn’t you say?
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Swin, Swale and Swatchway
H. Lewis Jones
We’re particularly pleased and proud to begin Lodestar Library with (we believe) 
the first hardcover edition since 1892 of Swin, Swale and Swatchway by Henry 
Lewis Jones. This hard-to-come-by collection of delightful, light-hearted sailing 
episodes from the Thames Estuary of late Victorian times was an acknowledged 
inspiration for Maurice Griffiths, and comes complete with the author’s many 
contemporary photographs, beautifully reproduced.
ISBN 978-1-907206-02-3; 190 x 135mm, 176pp, 16pp plates, hardcover gold blocked 
on front and spine, laminated jacket

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries

Cruises of the Joan
W. E. Sinclair
It is very unlikely that you have heard of W. E. Sinclair. He and various crew un-
dertook a series of cruises in the 1920s from a base near London, ranging from 
Madeira to the Baltic and, very finally, Greenland waters, in a yacht just 22ft in 
length. Cruises of the Joan is a highly entertaining book combining sailing interest 
and much ‘local colour’, and is liberally salted with the author’s phlegmatic style, 
bone-dry humour and, we should add, a sometimes not entirely ‘PC’ vocabulary. 
ISBN 978-1-907206-03-0; 190 x 135mm, 246pp, 8pp plates, maps, hardcover gold 
blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket.

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries

On Going to Sea in Yachts
Conor O’Brien
Beside having a wonderfully archaic and literary title, this little gem is packed full 
of the author’s trenchant observation and opinion on subjects as diverse as the 
open beach cruiser, the yuloh, and the square sail in yachts. All based on first-
hand experience and amply illustrated with clear line drawings.  The royalty from 
this book is being donated to the project to rebuild Ilen, the auxiliary trading 
ketch built in Ireland to O’Brien’s design for the Falkland Islands Company, who 
commissioned her having been impressed by O’Brien’s Saoirse on her visit to the 
islands in 1924.
ISBN 978-1-907206-04-7; 190 x 135mm, 176pp, 25 line drawings, hardcover gold 
blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket.

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries
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In Shoal Waters — February 2013
A. C. Stock

Charlie Stock worked for the best part of a year on this his final 
book, after poor health finally obliged him to ‘swallow the anchor’ in 2010; 
sadly he died in September 2012 at 85, a few months short of seeing it in 
print. Lodestar Books is privileged to publish in a fine edition his highly 
engaging account of  sixty-five years plying the inland and coastal waters 
of south-east England, mostly singlehanded — the last half-century in the 
tiny gaffer Shoal Waters herself. In Shoal Waters is the nautical autobiogra-
phy of this singular sailor, who was for so long a part of the scenery on the 
Thames Estuary and adjacent waterways, and it perfectly complements his 
earlier, more instructional Sailing Just For Fun (from Seafarer Books).

ISBN 978-1-907206-18-4; 216 x 138 mm, 256 pages approx., hardcover silver blocked 
on front and spine, coloured endpapers, head & tail bands, laminated jacket.

£18 UK / £20 Europe / £23 Other countries
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Here we join Charles Stock on board his 16ft gunter-rigged Zephyr on the 
Norfolk Broads. The year is 1949.

Monday 13th March would prove an anti-climax. There was frost 
on the tent and the yellow sun rapidly disappeared behind heavy cloud. A 
wind built up from the west during the morning and I went up to Potter 
Heigham see Roy Pike at his boat shed where he kept Dawn Wind. In the 
afternoon, I beat back to Horning in a bitter cold that seemed to penetrate 
my very bones. It was 1830 hrs when I moored in Decoy Broad after a 
round trip of 90 miles in 70 hours. Many coastal types laugh at the idea 
of Broads sailing, but it is a real art. Of course, there is not the element of 
danger that one finds in the open sea. However, there is a risk because one 
tends often to carry on when the sheer size of the waves at sea would force 
one to reef, and I am sure that the strain on gear must be greater. There 
are times in gusts when one would normally luff up to ease the load on the 
sails but in the river this often cannot be done, for it would mean ramming 
the bank.

There was another point that bewildered me at first: at times the boat 
came about easily and at other times she was distinctly reluctant to oblige. 
It all depends on the tides, which flow much faster in midstream than in 
close to the banks. Thus a boat beating with a fair tide should stay well 
clear of the banks, for if put about close to the reeds in slack water, the 
bow will be pushed back to leeward as it turns out into the stream. There 
is a temptation when doing long and short boards to carry on to the last 
possible moment on the long leg, but this must never be done with a fair 
tide, for you will end up blown beam on into the reeds. On the other hand, 
when beating against the tide, you should carry on as long as you can, for 
you make most progress in slack water. When the boat has all but stopped 
the best thing is to put the helm over, reach out for a handful of reeds and, 
if necessary, pull her round. As the bow comes out into the faster water, 
the boat will be helped round and you will soon be off on the other tack.

There is another phenomenon here called bouncing off the lee bank. 
Somehow, the wind seems to change near the far bank and, having started 
a board at about 50 degrees across the river, one gradually points higher 
as one crosses and just off the lee bank can sometimes carry on for many 
yards, seemingly pointing almost into the eye of the wind. Perhaps it is a 
case of the water between the hull and the bank pushing the boat to wind-
ward. I understand that the wherries, the traditional trading craft on these 
waters, could do this for hundreds of yards at a time.
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Under the Cabin Lamp — March 2013
H Alker Tripp

“We all have our own stories and topics,” says the author, “and 
here are a few of mine.” They carry with them the smell of salt water and 
the ocean wind, these tales of London’s river and Thames mouth, of the 
Suffolk coast, of Cowes and the Solent, of Devon, and Cornish waters 
— tales, too, of adventure into Broadland, of cruising and racing and of 
stormy passages and peaceful havens.

ISBN 978-1-907206-20-7; 246 x 170 mm, 176 pages approx., 16pp mono plates, 
hardcover silver blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket.

£20 UK / £22 Europe / £25 Other countries
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Here we join Tripp and his companion in the Thames estuary one late 
September evening:

As we spoke, the mainsail ceased to draw, and hung as limp as a 
shirt on the clothes line when a day is windless. The sun had dispelled 
the mist, and the air was warm; and so we drifted on. Noon was past, 
and it was nearly tea-time before we had brought the old Mouse Light-
ship abeam.  That lightship, which used to show a flashing green light, is 
now no more.

Then at last came the real wind. The pale blue of the sea became a 
deeper blue, and the mirror-like water was rippled. This wind was east-
erly, and we set our course for the West Oaze buoy, beyond which was the 
island of Sheppey. A passage down the Kent Coast would now be a turn 
to windward. Everything was changed: the wind was soon quite vigorous, 
and the yacht was leaving a respectable wake of foaming white astern.  
This was splendid.

So the afternoon passed. It is odd how strong an east wind can be, in 
really fine weather with the glass high. When we were close-hauled and 
beating down the Four Fathoms Channel the spray was flying freely. We 
began to think of pulling down a reef, but it was not necessary as yet. We 
donned our oilskins, and we settled down to short tacks. Close-hauled 
we were thrashing through a very vigorous dark blue sea. Sometimes a 
curling wave would fairly hit the bows, and a sheet of sunlit foam raked 
the yacht. The salt spray on our oilskins would sometimes dry in the sun-
shine so rapidly that its little crust of salt glistened; then another shower 
came over and washed it out. The wind was even stronger now, and finally 
we did pull down a reef in the mainsail; and the yacht carried on just as 
well. Afternoon faded to evening and we were still turning to windward 
in short boards. The yacht was still toppling over the steep seas and was 
plunging into the trough, bowsprit under, when the warm sunlight had 
gone, and the blue water had turned to a grey-green sea. Without the 
sun the south-east wind was searching and bitter. Our hands were cold, 
and feet were getting a bit chilly also. There is a curious sort of  ‘home-
less’ feeling when one has no certainty of a snug berth or a well-earned 
evening meal. One feels it most at dusk when the twinkling shore lights 
begin to shine like little pin-points, each with its suggestion of fire-side 
and warmth and comfort. And now those lights began to twinkle on the 
Kent coast.
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83

March 2008

looking at it through the binoculars. In the course of my 

windsurfing career I’ve spent many hours studying the 

surface of the sea and judging by it’s wrinkled surface I 

reckoned there to be a strong force four.

I pushed OB into the water, hopped over the stern and 

began to row. The waves were deceptively powerful and as 

I tried to straighten the boat we got a drenching from a 

wave over the port bow. I pulled hard through the shallow 

water to get beyond the waves and then we were in the 

wind and evil chop.

The mizzen set up an alarmed, shrill flapping and 

the mainsail yawed drunkenly with the hull. The boom 

whipped across taking my hat off and the boat heeled 

to the rail. I inserted the daggerboard to dampen the 

rolling and continued rowing. It was imperative to get 

far enough offshore before heaving-to and readying 

the boat for sailing. If anything went wrong and took 

time to sort out at least we would weather the point 

hove-to.

There is always this transition period when the fenders 

have to be stowed and secured under the thwarts and the 

oars lashed so as they won’t be lost in the event of a cap-

size. But for the moment I was getting nowhere rowing 

into the wind. In the end I sheeted in the mizzen and with 

a tiller line in one hand and an oar in the other I row-

sailed far enough upwind to be able to heave-to under the 

mizzen in safety.

I tied everything down and put a huge reef in the 

main. This was the strongest wind OB had ever been 

in, 20 knots at least. I w
as glad of that large breakfast as 

the adrenaline pumping through my veins ate through 

my blood sugar levels. Hove-to we were travelling back-

wards at two knots. I to
ok a large gulp – now I had to 

back the main and turn the bows off the wind so that 

we could run round the cape. There would be a nasty 

moment when we would be broadside on to the vicious 

short chop.

I went for it and OB came round smartly flying down-

sea as soon as the wind caught the sails. At first she yawed 

wildly and was heavy on the helm but I clambered for-

ward and raised the daggerboard, then she loosened up 

and sped away semi-planing. Despite the tension I found 

a whoop bursting from my throat. The GPS later revealed 

a new top speed of 9.2 knots.

After 10 minutes of the most exciting sailing I’ve had so 

far we were in the lee of the cape and wondering what all 

the fuss had been about. Not far to the south a 35-footer 

under fully reefed main and genoa charged by. I was in 

174

175

June 2009

and Valencia heading for the Atlantic, as well as ships go-

ing in the other direction plough this stretch of water. 

Between three and ten miles off the Spanish coast it’s a
 

veritable ‘autopista’.

Now on OB’s bows lights became visible. There were 

two white lights with a red one in between: a ship over 

fifty metres long travelling north. There was one with a 

green starboard light travelling south. Beyond there were 

more. And more. I bent forward and peered under the 

boom. Lights on my port beam. I turned my head. Lights 

coming up from the south too. Suddenly we were in the 

thick of it. I ju
dged we would pass ahead of the boat com-

ing from the north, I wasn’t so sure about the one com-

ing up from the south. OB crashed on at four knots, she 

was sailing beautifully but there was no time to enjoy it. 

More lights rose over the northern horizon, I could pass 

ahead of those too, but this ship from the south… no, we 

wouldn’t make it. I b
ore up so as to pass astern but that 

meant we might not be able to cross in front of the north-

erly ship. They were coming on fast, at eighteen knots or 

so to OB’s four. It was a nightmare. I felt like a tortoise 

trying to cross a motorway. Even with our large radar re-

flector I felt sure we wouldn’t be showing as anything sig-

nificant on ship’s devices and even if I re
-lit the toplight 

it would be too low in the water and too feeble to be seen 

from the bridge of one of these monoliths. It would have 

been foolhardy to have expected to be seen and more so 

to think that any ship might take avoiding action. But I 

had known this and it was reassuring to know that the 

responsibility lay only with me. 

I hove-to to let the ship from the north cross my bow, 

using the time to bail, and quickly got back on course. 

And so I passed a few stressful hours, bearing up, bearing 

away, stopping my boat every time I felt doubtful and at 

one point even turning round and heading back to Spain 

to let some hulk of impenetrable steel pass by.

Eventually though, all the lights were behind us. The 

night was still s
olid but the horizon ahead was clear of 

other craft. What with one thing and another we’d 

worked our way to windward so I loosened the sheets and 

bore away slightly, taking the time to trim the boat to gain 

maximum speed. When reaching with a good weight of 

wind in the sails OB needs less daggerboard in the water 

so now I raised it by half and immediately referred to the 

GPS. 4.2 knots, 4.8, 5. 5.2. Ha! This was more like it. At 

last I could begin to enjoy myself. I felt a glow from deep 

underneath my damp clothing. Then suddenly the tiller 

lines went loose and OB luffed.

Catalan Castaway — April 2013
Ben Crawshaw

A sail-and-oar adventure in our own boat, one having the inevita-
ble beauty of a form which accurately meets function – this is the dream of 
many of us. But Ben Crawshaw shows us that the dream is nearer to our 
grasp than we may think.

In Gavin Atkin’s Light Trow design he found a vision of beauty, a prom-
ise of seaworthiness, and an affordable boatbuilding project which would 
require the most simple and accessible of materials, and just basic wood-
working ability.

Within months he was afloat in Onawind Blue, and this book recounts 
his day-sails, beach-camping cruises and a challenging longer voyage, over 
a five year period on the Catalan coast of Spain, where he lives with his 
partner and young family.

Onawind Blue has been Ben’s passport to the traditional maritime com-
munity of the region, so in addition to her own exploits we learn of the 
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looking at it through the binoculars. In the course of my 

windsurfing career I’ve spent many hours studying the 

surface of the sea and judging by it’s wrinkled surface I 

reckoned there to be a strong force four.

I pushed OB into the water, hopped over the stern and 

began to row. The waves were deceptively powerful and as 

I tried to straighten the boat we got a drenching from a 

wave over the port bow. I pulled hard through the shallow 

water to get beyond the waves and then we were in the 

wind and evil chop.

The mizzen set up an alarmed, shrill flapping and 

the mainsail yawed drunkenly with the hull. The boom 

whipped across taking my hat off and the boat heeled 

to the rail. I inserted the daggerboard to dampen the 

rolling and continued rowing. It was imperative to get 

far enough offshore before heaving-to and readying 

the boat for sailing. If anything went wrong and took 

time to sort out at least we would weather the point 

hove-to.

There is always this transition period when the fenders 

have to be stowed and secured under the thwarts and the 

oars lashed so as they won’t be lost in the event of a cap-

size. But for the moment I was getting nowhere rowing 

into the wind. In the end I sheeted in the mizzen and with 

a tiller line in one hand and an oar in the other I row-

sailed far enough upwind to be able to heave-to under the 

mizzen in safety.

I tied everything down and put a huge reef in the 

main. This was the strongest wind OB had ever been 

in, 20 knots at least. I w
as glad of that large breakfast as 

the adrenaline pumping through my veins ate through 

my blood sugar levels. Hove-to we were travelling back-

wards at two knots. I to
ok a large gulp – now I had to 

back the main and turn the bows off the wind so that 

we could run round the cape. There would be a nasty 

moment when we would be broadside on to the vicious 

short chop.

I went for it and OB came round smartly flying down-

sea as soon as the wind caught the sails. At first she yawed 

wildly and was heavy on the helm but I clambered for-

ward and raised the daggerboard, then she loosened up 

and sped away semi-planing. Despite the tension I found 

a whoop bursting from my throat. The GPS later revealed 

a new top speed of 9.2 knots.

After 10 minutes of the most exciting sailing I’ve had so 

far we were in the lee of the cape and wondering what all 

the fuss had been about. Not far to the south a 35-footer 

under fully reefed main and genoa charged by. I was in 

213

174

175

June 2009

and Valencia heading for the Atlantic, as well as ships go-

ing in the other direction plough this stretch of water. 

Between three and ten miles off the Spanish coast it’s a
 

veritable ‘autopista’.

Now on OB’s bows lights became visible. There were 

two white lights with a red one in between: a ship over 

fifty metres long travelling north. There was one with a 

green starboard light travelling south. Beyond there were 

more. And more. I bent forward and peered under the 

boom. Lights on my port beam. I turned my head. Lights 

coming up from the south too. Suddenly we were in the 

thick of it. I ju
dged we would pass ahead of the boat com-

ing from the north, I wasn’t so sure about the one com-

ing up from the south. OB crashed on at four knots, she 

was sailing beautifully but there was no time to enjoy it. 

More lights rose over the northern horizon, I could pass 

ahead of those too, but this ship from the south… no, we 

wouldn’t make it. I b
ore up so as to pass astern but that 

meant we might not be able to cross in front of the north-

erly ship. They were coming on fast, at eighteen knots or 

so to OB’s four. It was a nightmare. I felt like a tortoise 

trying to cross a motorway. Even with our large radar re-

flector I felt sure we wouldn’t be showing as anything sig-

nificant on ship’s devices and even if I re
-lit the toplight 

it would be too low in the water and too feeble to be seen 

from the bridge of one of these monoliths. It would have 

been foolhardy to have expected to be seen and more so 

to think that any ship might take avoiding action. But I 

had known this and it was reassuring to know that the 

responsibility lay only with me. 

I hove-to to let the ship from the north cross my bow, 

using the time to bail, and quickly got back on course. 

And so I passed a few stressful hours, bearing up, bearing 

away, stopping my boat every time I felt doubtful and at 

one point even turning round and heading back to Spain 

to let some hulk of impenetrable steel pass by.

Eventually though, all the lights were behind us. The 

night was still s
olid but the horizon ahead was clear of 

other craft. What with one thing and another we’d 

worked our way to windward so I loosened the sheets and 

bore away slightly, taking the time to trim the boat to gain 

maximum speed. When reaching with a good weight of 

wind in the sails OB needs less daggerboard in the water 

so now I raised it by half and immediately referred to the 

GPS. 4.2 knots, 4.8, 5. 5.2. Ha! This was more like it. At 

last I could begin to enjoy myself. I felt a glow from deep 

underneath my damp clothing. Then suddenly the tiller 

lines went loose and OB luffed.

indigenous boat types, many now endangered, and the dedicated band of 
people who keep them alive.

Ben’s increasingly ambitious adventures have sometimes made him 
draw on deep reserves of physical and mental strength, as has his personal 
battle with the ‘giant octopus’ of serious illness, happily now at bay.

ISBN 978-1-907206-14-6, 145 x 210 mm, 224 pages, many colour photos, maps, 
drawings, softbound with laminated cover.

£15 UK / £17 Europe / £20 Other countries
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Sheila in the Wind — May 2013
Adrian Hayter
This is the author’s intense, personal account of his six-year solo voyage in the 
1950s from England to New Zealand, in the 1911 Albert Strange yawl Sheila II. 
The physical and mental dangers he encountered resulted in a different man ar-
riving on the other side of the world. As he writes of Sheila II:  I looked after her 
to the best of my ability, and she looked after me when at times it was beyond my own 
capacity to do so. Adrian’s daughter Rebecca provides an Afterword on the author’s 
sailing life in New Zealand.
ISBN 978-1-907206-15-3; 190 x 135mm, 320pp, 8pp plates, hardcover gold blocked 
on front and spine, laminated jacket

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries

Racing the Seas — May 2013
Ahto Walter and Tom Olsen
Ahto Walter was born in Estonia in 1912; his family were seafarers and he first 
shipped before the mast at the age of twelve. This book, packed with incident and 
anecdote, recounts his life at sea only as far as his early twenties, in square-riggers, 
steamships and the small yachts in which he sailed across the Atlantic five times, 
causing him to become fêted by the media on both sides of the ocean. Ahto’s story 
is recorded fluently by his American friend and sailing companion Tom Olsen, 
and was a best-seller when published in 1935.
ISBN 978-1-907206-16-0; 190 x 135mm, 256pp, 8pp plates, hardcover gold blocked 
on front and spine, laminated jacket.

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries

Sea-Boats, Oars and Sails — May 2013
Conor O’Brien
For all sail-and-oar enthusiasts, more pithy advice and opinion from O’Brien, 
supported by his excellent line drawings. He treats the rowing boat, the sailing 
boat, traditional construction methods, rigging, gear, and the techniques of row-
ing, sailing, mooring and beaching. The small lugger, increasingly popular today, 
is particularly well-served with illuminating practical detail. A. K. Ilen (see p19) 
again benefits.
ISBN 978-1-907206-17-7; 190 x 135mm, 208pp, inc. 13 pages of line drawings, 
hardcover gold blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket.

£15 UK / £16 Europe / £19 Other countries
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Details of Dinghy Building — June 2013
Will Stirling

Plymouth-based boatbuilderWill Stirling has made his mark on 
the world with two magnificent yachts inspired by 19th-century design: 
the smuggling lugger Alert (c1835) and the gentleman’s cutter Integrity 
(c1880) — more on both of which from Lodestar, anon. But when not 
building yachts, or sailing in high latitudes, he creates beautiful traditional 
wooden dinghies, and in his first book he shares with us his techniques for 
tackling tricky aspects of construction and important elements of finish. 

Details of Dinghy Building is an expansion of Will’s series of articles 
in Classic Boat magazine. Amply illustrated with colour photos of his
dinghies both in-build and complete, and punctuated with his beautiful 
design drawings, this is a book to guide and inspire amateur and profes-
sional boatbuilders alike.

Library edition: ISBN 978-1-907206-19-1; 246 x 170 mm, 160 pages, fully illustrated in 
colour, hardcover gold blocked on front and spine, laminated jacket.

Workshop Edition: ISBN 978-1-907206-21-4; 160 pages, fully illustrated in colour,
lay-flat pvc-coated wire binding, heavy weight paper, stiff board covers.

Each edition £25 UK / £27 Europe / £30 Other countries
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Lodestar Books Gift Tokens
For the discerning nautical reader in your life

Are you stuck for a gift idea for someone of a traditional nautical 
persuasion? It’s likely we have something they’d love, either right now or 
‘in the works,’ in these pages. Why not let them make the choice with one 
of our Gift Tokens?

Available worldwide from £15 upwards, in multiples of £5, they 
can be purchased via our website and are redeemable there too.

How to order a Gift Token

When ordering online from our well-signposted website, please state your 
own name and address; if you want us to send the token directly to the 
recipient, tell us their name and address and any special message to be in-
cluded. We will post you (or them) the token with an attractive card and 
envelope, along with a copy of our catalogue. The token bears an encrypted 
code unique to your order, and this code is used when redeeming it.

If there isn’t time to wait for the postman to arrive, no problem — just pass 
on to the recipient the code in the emailed acknowledgement we will send 
you, and they can use it immediately on our website.

How to redeem a Gift Token

To redeem a token, just go the the signposted page on our website and 
enter your details with the token code, and the name of the book(s) you’d 
like, which are charged against the token value as for any straight order.

There’s no time limit for using the token, it can be used in advance for 
forthcoming titles, and we’ll even hold on record any unused credit, which 
can go towards future purchases by the holder.

If the lucky recipient is outside the UK, the token value needs to allow for the 
slightly higher international pricing of any books they order with it.
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How to Order
Simply visit our website www.lodestarbooks.com, where you can order any 
of our current and forthcoming titles, and pay using a credit / debit card or via a 
PayPal account if you have one. You can also order by post from Lodestar Books, 
71 Boveney Road, London SE23 3NL, with a Sterling cheque drawn on a UK 
bank, made payable to ‘Lodestar Books’. We are not able to take telephone orders.

Delivery
Orders for UK or Irish Republic addresses normally arrive within a few days. 
Those for other European countries are sent by air, and can take one to two 
weeks from the time of order. Orders sent outside Europe are also airmailed, and 
can take up to three weeks. This is because the carriers used by our distributor 
consolidate shipments for the same destination airport in order to keep carriage 
rates down. If your delivery appears to have been damaged in transit please in-
form us immediately and we will send a replacement.

Urgent orders
Please state on the order notes, or email us before ordering, if you need delivery 
very quickly, and we can usually sort something out.

Large orders
If your order totals more than £100 we may be able to save you some 
cost on the carriage, and can advise on this if you contact us in advance of 
placing your order.

Our guarantee
If you are dissatisfied with your purchase for any reason, please inform us, return 
it in saleable condition, and we will refund all your expenditure.

Trade orders
Our UK trade distributor is Central Books — www.centralbooks.com.

www.lodestarbooks.com                          email: info@lodestarbooks.com
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